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“God doth know that your eyes shall be opened,” Gen. 3:5. What an alluring prospect! So 

Eve thought. The devil was saying that there is something esoteric about the word and religion of 

Jehovah. So that it was like his approaching her with, “Come now, woman, you are just a 

neophyte, a novice, a mere beginner. God knows that and you know it. You need to advance, to 

be brought into the circle of the enlightened few. I, the Serpent, can show you how. What you 

know now is doctrine fit for the uninitiated, for the common level of human beings. But beyond 

this ordinary sphere is the doctrine of the adepts, reserved for the select circle, for the “inner 

sanctum.’’ But the Lord keeps this confidential, secret. You do have some knowledge, but you 

must understand that it all has a deeper meaning. Let me lead you into that deeper meaning. You, 

indeed, have the facts, but you ought to know that I hold in my wisdom the meaning of the facts. 

I can release to you the meaning life. To possess it, all you need do is believe and act on my, “ye 

shall not surely die.’’ 

“Your eyes shall be opened.’’ The more Eve thought about this the more she deemed it 

irresistible, irrefutable, self-evident truth. Why! It was a maxim, a fundamental rule or principle, 

declaring an obvious, established truth, impossible to prove and needing no proof!  For the 

woman saw that the forbidden tree was “pleasant to the eyes.’’ There just had to be more to it, 

namely, a great eye-opening. 

What the devil was propounding was a kind of “moral majority.’’ The subtle insinuation was, 

O yes, this is what God thinks. But what do you think? Further, wouldn’t you like to know what I 

think? Then if you and I think alike, though it be different from what God thinks, we have a  

majority on our issues! The implication was that authority lies not with the single, absent thought 

in God’s mind, but with the minds of the majority. The absolute authority of God is an idea 

unacceptable because it is carried too far. The authority of the expert is much more appropriate. 

God does not control whatsoever comes to pass; neither is He in a position (of the majority) to 

give an authoritative interpretation of all things. So through the devil’s philosophy there came 

into being the authority of the “expert.” The devil was the first expert on authority. Later, the 

“authority expert” got to be the church, then the pope. Protestantism also has its little popes, its 

little experts who assume authority to tell us exactly what the Bible means and what it does not 

mean. They also tell us that we are incapable of understanding our own confessions, and that 

they are the experts who will tell us what they do and do not mean. We can only go so far with 

our childish, exoteric views. So we need the authority of the “expert,” who will be especially 

glad to reveal to us the higher meaning of the first eleven chapters of Genesis. Be wise, then; 

learn to be democratic, submit to the reign of the people, the rule of the majority. The theocratic 

is passé. Listen to the authority of the new experts on the new hermeneutic. Then you will 

interpret the Bible maturely. Then “your eyes shall be opened.” 

You see, don’t you, (the Devil speaking), that there is positive advantage in your eating of 

that fruit of which God is seeking to deprive you? Why, then, should you believe God’s narrow, 

depriving, isolated, minority testimony? Why should you trust one who would deny you the right 

to a higher illumination? 

So it was in The Holy War that the town of Mansoul departed from the Truth of El Shaddai 

and fell to the power of Black Diabolos and his foul diabolonian hordes. They had gained 

entrance into Mansoul through Eye-gate and Ear-Gate. Propaganda and lies from Diabolos 



poured through these portals. It had come about so cleverly, so subtly. The invading tyrant had 

suggested: Why not be enlarged in knowledge and understanding? Why be kept in intellectual 

bondage and in practical slavery to your Shaddai by no more reason than, So I will have it! 

Everything you are forbidden to do, if you would only do it, would yield you both wisdom and 

honor. How then can you be in greater enslavement than you are now under your Shaddai? You 

are underlings, entangled in inconveniences, suffering the bondage of blindness! 

What siren allure in this enticement of the ages, “your eyes shall be opened”! But stare at the 

flash of forbidden flame and your vision gets distorted, blurred and blinded. They were told, 

“your eyes shall be opened.” Their eyes were opened: opened to the things on the earth, but 

blinded to heaven. They could see sin, but became blind to righteousness. Lust attracted them; 

holiness repelled them. They still knew good and evil, but could no longer choose the good, nor 

resist evil. They longed to be like God, but they became like their satanic father, the Devil. They 

would be as gods, but fell prey to demons. I Cor. 10:20. They were promised enlarged vision, but 

suffered blindness. The god of this world has blinded the minds of them that believe 

“Lest the light of the glorious gospel of Christ, who is the Image of God, shine unto them.” II  

Corinthians 4:4.  

Naturally, they are already blind. Nor can their eyes be opened as long as they ’side with the 

devil against God. Hence, there is no fear of God before their eyes. The light that is in them is no 

more than remnants of natural light. But if the light that is in them is darkness, that’s what it is 

compared to spiritual light, how great is that darkness! However, “the commandment of the Lord 

is pure, enlightening the eyes.’’ Ps. 19:8. If only Eve had slammed the door in the devil’s face 

with such a flat, final word of God! Eve’s only security against this treasonable reasoning was to 

hold to her confidence in God’s truth, goodness and love. She should have argued in her heart, I 

am utterly convinced of God’s truth, and also I’m convinced that this mere creature is an evil one 

and a liar. I am so convinced of God’s goodness, that if that fruit were good for me, God would 

grant it me. I am convinced of God’s love, so that no good thing will He withhold from them that 

walk uprightly. Get thee behind me, Serpent! But Eve did not do anything like this; although she 

had been made capable of doing so. (Heidelberg Catechism, Answer. 9). However, she made no 

such resistance against sin. She deserted God’s side to defect to the devil’s side. Doing so, she 

lost all and became a stranger to God and His truth. As a result of this original sin, man would 

not recognize the truth if it hit him like a wet fish in the face. Be careful, then, with respect to the 

devil’s eye-opening schemes. Remember that it was only in fellowship and communion with the 

Lord that it was said of the disciples that “their eyes were opened.’’  To avoid doing as Eve, do 

as David did, and pray, “Open Thou mine eyes that I may behold wondrous things out of Thy 

law.’’ Ps. 119:18. 

The devil promised that man’s eyes would be opened, but he did not “deliver.’’ Instead, all 

the while, from the very beginning, he had intended the very reverse, to blind men. This he does 

continually, so that he is able to take men captive at his will. II Tim. 2:26. Ever since the fall of 

our first parents men have been the blind dupes of Satan. Under his dominance, they pay him 

slavish homage and obedience, though they may not be aware that they do so. He is the god of 

this world. Men of the world serve him and worship him, intentionally or unintentionally, 

knowingly or unknowingly. Their god, blinding them controls them. They cannot see the Light. 

The glorious gospel of Christ is hidden from them. The true gospel is hidden from those who 

preach the social “gospel.” Satan, without let-up, is incessantly about his business, blinding 

men’s eyes, so that they do not and will not believe. He smears darkness over their eyes, 

darkening their minds, to prevent their seeing the gospel of the glory of Christ.  For it is the 



gospel which reveals the glory of Christ. To see the glory of Christ is to be saved. To lack that 

sight is to be lost. Satan would not have one soul to know and experience, “your eyes shall be 

opened.” He lied. He wants men plunged far beyond the point of “no return” into irrevocable 

darkness and despair. But hope for the blind is in Christ who is the brightness of the Father’s 

glory. Heb. 1:3. He is the Light of the world. In His light we see light.  When He shines into  

our hearts, then it is that “God opened (our) eyes’’ (Gen. 21:19). With a smile it is said that there 

is an old saying, “If you can’t join them, lick them!” There are many sinful movements in the 

world which because they are of the world, we may not join. We can’t join them but we can lick 

them! We conquer them. How? Read Rev. 12:11. Also we do through the battle of prayer. So 

pray with might and main, “Open Thou my eyes” (Ps. 119:18), “that I may behold wondrous 

things out of Thy Law.” Spiritual sight comes from the light of God’s Word: “the light of the 

Lord is pure, enlightening the eyes.” Ps. 19:8. Once this is a reality in us we may then confess, 

“Once I was blind, but now I see.” 
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